Summary: Predicting the functional roles of proteins based on various genome-wide data, such as protein-protein association networks, has become a canonical problem in computational biology.
Introduction
Inferring the functional role of proteins is a primary task in biology, for purposes ranging from general knowledge to drug discovery and diagnostic development. Protein functions are commonly taken as terms from the Gene Ontology (GO) database, a controlled vocabulary which describes gene and gene product attributes in organisms (www.geneontology.org).
Whether or not a given protein has a certain GO function can be encoded using a binary variable, with 1 indicating that the protein has the function and 0 indicating that it does not.
Proteins can have multiple functional annotations in GO, in part because of their ability to perform multiple biological roles and in part because GO terms are structured as hierarchies, ranging from general to more specific. On the other hand, protein-term annotations in GO must follow a true-path rule, which states that if a protein is categorized into a more specific functional class, it must also be categorized into all the less specific ancestor functional classes.
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks are one of the most commonly used sources of information for predicting protein functions. PPI networks are routinely modeled by functional linkage graphs, with vertices corresponding to proteins and edges indicating interactions between a pair of proteins. For a given protein function, the corresponding binary variables describing protein annotation statuses can be thought of as constituting a binary binomial model of local neighbor function annotation probability stochastic process indexed on the PPI network. Protein function prediction is then viewed as a task of predicting binary labels at locations in the network where they are unknown, given the labels observed at other nearby locations. Classifiers are usually built for this purpose and various methodologies of this sort have been proposed, frequently based on the principle of "guilt-by-association".
"Guilt-by-association" is a widely adopted principle in system biology, supported by empirical experience. In the present context, "guilt-by-association" suggests that a protein is likely to share the functions of the majority of its neighbors. The principle has been primarily used for prediction of biological processes, and in special cases for prediction of molecular function and cellular locazation.
Note that protein function prediction has been extensively researched; a comprehensive summary of various methods is provided by Sharan, Ulitsky and Shamir (2007) . Examples of methodologies based on the "guilt-by-association" principle include Nearest-Neighbor(NV) algorithm, methods introduced in Schwikowski, Uetz and Fields (2000) ; Hishigaki et al. (2001) ; Lanckriet et al. (2004) ; Chua, Sung and Wong (2006) , and many, particularly Markov Random Field-based probabilistic approaches. For example, Letovsky and Kasif (2003) Jiang et al. (2008) , the binomial model in Letovsky and Kasif (2003) was generalized to integrate the Gene Ontology hierarchical structure, gene microarray, protein motif and cell localization data.
In this paper, we pursue two avenues towards improvement in protein function prediction that differ notably from what has been consider in the literature to date. First, we wish to incorporate weighted -rather than binary -protein-protein association networks in a seamless fashion into a probabilistic framework. An example of a weighted PPI network, and one which we shall use later in the data analysis described in this paper, is that derived from the STRING database in Mering et al. (2005) , which contains a combination of known and predicted protein-protein associations and corresponding scores. The scores express increased confidence when an association is supported by several types of evidence, which can be highly informative in inferring proteins' functional characteristics. Taking advantage of the scores in databases such as STRING has become a new challenge as well as an opportunity to improve function prediction accuracy. However, it is not obvious how this challenge can be met by simple adaptations of the "guilt-by-association" principle governing methods like those mentioned earlier.
Second, we wish to model and account for uncertainty in annotations in the Gene Ontology database, which is a critically important issue in functional genomics and proteomics. Most methods using annotations in the GO database for training classifiers assume that a protein being annotated or not annotated with a function accurately reflects whether or not that protein truly has that function or not. However, while positive annotations -which traditionally have reflected experimentally confirmed protein functions -are generally reliable, negative annotations can be much less so. The reason for this disparity in reliability comes from the fact that negative annotation for a given GO term can reflect either a known lack of positive annotation (perhaps logically implied by certain positive annotations on other GO terms) or simply an absence of knowledge as to the protein status with respect to this term. This observation suggests that, instead of treating the task of protein function prediction as a binary classification problem, we actually have three classes -"having the function", "not having the function" and "status unknown". This observation has been made by Letovsky and Kasif (2003) , but otherwise does not appear to have been widely acknowledged in the literature. However, results in this paper show that acknowledging and, moreover, accounting for it appropriately can yield nontrivial improvements in predictive accuracy.
In this paper we develop a network-based hierarchical Bayesian auto-probit model that allows for us to address both of the issues described above i.e., seamless incorporation of weighted networks and accounting for uncertainty in negative associations. The incorporation of weighted networks is facilitated by our use of a latent Gaussian process to encode functional similarity, and the accounting for annotation uncertainty is accomplished by including an additional layer of probabilistic error. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we develop our model under the assumption that there is no annotation uncertainty in GO. We then generalize this model to tackle the annotation uncertainty problem in Section 3. Results for model fitting, prediction and model comparison on two yeast networks are presented in Section 4. Some discussion follows in Section 5.
Bayesian hierarchical model for protein function prediction

Network-based auto-probit model
Suppose we have a collection of N proteins, n N of which have functional annotations in the Gene Ontology database, and N − n 0 for which we wish to predict functionality. Let the binary variable y iG denote the functional annotation of protein i for the GO term G.
That is, y iG = 1 if protein i is annotated with term G in the database; y iG = 0 otherwise, for i = 1, . . . , n. Since protein functions are predicted independently, we simplify y iG as y i in the following sections, to avoid making equations too busy.
Motivated by Weir and Pettitt (2000) , who develop a spatial auto-probit model for lattice data, we employ a latent Gaussian process z to represent the true functional status of proteins for the term of interest. That is, z i 0 means that protein i actually has the function; and z i < 0, otherwise, for i = 1, . . . , N. Note that the Gaussian process z is a modeling device that reflects protein's' functional status. In principle, if we had all the information, annotations should reflect the true protein functional status; however, due to our limitation on knowledge and technology, annotations are incomplete and in some instances incorrect.
To begin our process of model construction, in this section, we assume that there is no annotation error in the GO database; in other words, the sign of z i fully determines y i ,
It is commonly assumed that proteins with the same or similar functions tend to interact more frequently than others. This assumption underlies, for example, the local density enrichment assumption in Letovsky and Kasif (2003) . Therefore, we want to encode proteinprotein association network structure into the model to aid in inferring the functional labels.
Let A be the N × N adjacency matrix for a protein network. For a binary (i.e., unweighted)
network, a ij = 1 for interacting neighbors i and j, and 0 otherwise. For a weighted network, The N × 1 latent Gaussian process vector z is assumed to follow a multivariate normal
where I is the identity matrix, µ is the location vector for proteins, and B = D We constrain the value of β to ensure that the precision matrix I − βB is positive definite.
First, we assume that neighbor proteins tend more often than not to agree with each other, according to the local density enrichment assumption, and thus restrict β to be non-negative.
Second, writing the determinant of the precision matrix as
such that 0 < β < λ −1 max , which is similar to Weir and Pettitt (2000) in the context of spatial auto-probit modeling. The parameter β measures the spatial dependence in probability between neighbors, of carrying the function G, over the global network topology. When β = 0, a protein's functional status is independent of its neighbors'; larger positive values of β are indicative of functional similarity between immediate graph neighbors.
To understand the manner in which this model incorporates the network topology, we note that the partial correlation coefficient ρ iv for z i and z j on two neighbor proteins takes the form
This expression indicates that proteins with more neighbors should be more likely to be consistent with the majority of the neighbors; in other words, a protein with a larger neighborhood and hence a bigger d i would be more closely correlated with its neighbors controlling other proteins outside the neighborhood. We call this the "one-hop neighborhood effect." On the other hand, a neighbor of protein i that itself has more neighbors will likely have greater influence on protein i than other of i's neighbors, which we refer to as the "two-hop neighborhood effect."
Prior and posterior distributions for the network auto-probit model
In conducting inferences with our network auto-probit model, we will utilize the joint posterior probability distribution, conditional on the observed annotations y, i.e.,
where P (y|z) = Π n i=1 P (y i |z i ) = 1, since we assume for now that the GO annotation is correct and the sign of z i fully determines the value of y i . To fully specify this posterior, we need to equip the parameters µ and β with appropriate prior distributions.
We assign a conditional autoregressive (CAR) prior distribution with a hyperparameter τ 2 to µ which models the spatial dependence on the network and smooths individual µ i locally.
More specifically, we define a (singular) joint prior distribution on µ of the form
The conditional distribution for individual µ i is therefore
where L = D − A is the so-called graph Laplacian matrix and µ [−i] is all of µ except the iuh element µ i . The Laplacian matrix L leads to the prior conditional mean of µ i being a weighted average on protein i's neighbors, i.e.,
The hyperparameter τ 2 can be interpreted as the variance of the difference in expected latent characteristics for two neighbor proteins. To better understand the effect of the τ 2 ,
we derive the posterior distribution of µ, given the Gaussian process z and β
The parameter τ 2 controls the extent to which the prior influences the posterior distribution. Therefore, the choice of τ 2 is important in identifying the location vector µ. We discuss this issue further below.
Due to the constraint on β for obtaining a valid precision matrix, we apply a truncated normal prior to β,
where β 0 and σ β are the prior mean and standard deviation, respectively; β max is the maximal possible value for β, as dictated by the largest eigenvalue of B in our implementation. We simply set β 0 as the midpoint of 0 and β max ; σ β is chosen to be small so that the truncated normal posterior distribution for β could be comfortably fit on the tight constraint.
Complexity of Smoothing Variances
Proper tuning of the prior distributions in this Bayesian auto-probit model is critical to obtaining useful posterior distributions of the location parameter µ and the neighborhood effect parameter β, as discussed earlier. Identification of the location vector µ in this overparameterized model would be difficult without strong spatial smoothing. We develop a degree of freedom for µ as a function of τ 2 to have a better idea of balancing model fitting and smoothing to this end.
For the Gaussian process z, we have
Since the parameter β is chosen to guarantee the positive definiteness of the matrix (I −βB),
Recalling that the CAR prior distribution for µ has the form
we propose an effective degrees of freedom, in analogy to the degrees of freedom for the smoother matrix in the smoothing splines (e.g., Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman (2001) ),
where L = D − A, as defined earlier. The degree of freedom for µ is monotonely increasing and is confined between 0 and N. In applications, such as those shown later in this paper, we have found it useful to specify τ 2 so as to impose a fairly low number of degrees of freedom, forcing µ to be fairly smooth.
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
In the applications to follow, we use Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms to draw samples from the joint posterior distribution. We update the individual z i , µ i , and the parameter β one at a time, which requires access to the fully conditional distributions.
The Gibbs sampler is used to update the z i 's, based on the conditional probability
where
, and Φ is the standard normal cumulative density function.
The Metropolis-Hasting algorithm is used to update the µ i 's and β. The proposal change from µ i to a new µ ′ i (or from β to a new β ′ ) is drawn from a normal distribution centered at the current value with a pre-defined standard deviation.
Incorporating uncertainty of functional annotation in Gene Ontology
In previous sections, we assume that the annotations from the Gene Ontology database reflect the actual protein functional status, that is, observing an annotation in the database (y i = 1) means that the protein carries the function (z i 0), while not observing such an annotation (y i = 0) means that the protein does not have that function (z i < 0). Again, the Gaussian process z in our work is a modeling device that reflects proteins' true functional status.
However, in reality, it is incorrect to assume that a protein which is not annotated with a particular function does not have the function. Instead, it is frequently the situation where the functional status is simply unknown to the best of our knowledge (Letovsky and Kasif (2003)). Since the present annotations cannot be "completely" trusted, our hypothesis is that accounting for annotation uncertainty may improve predictive performance.
While we do not account for uncertainty in positive annotations, we acknowledge that positive annotations might be incorrect as well, a point we take up in Discussion. However, it is less likely where annotations are derived from experimentally confirmed evidence from literature. Since there is an arguably greater interest among scientists in discovering previously unknown functions of proteins, rather than confirming known function, we build up our framework under the assumption stated in the previous paragraph.
Therefore, we modify our model, writing
This extended version of our network auto-probit model thus incorporates the probability of being "incorrectly nun-annotated". The device employed here is analogous to that used in Weir and Pettitt (2000) , in modeling the spatial distribution of toads, to account for the fact that spatial regions for which no toads were observed are not necessarily devoid of toads.
The joint posterior distribution including g is given by
where we let P (g) be the uniform prior distribution for g, P (g) ∼ U(0, 1), P (y|z, g) is as
described above, and all other terms are the same as mentioned earlier.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm with the GO annotation uncertainty
When we consider the Gene Ontology annotation uncertainty and include the probability of being "incorrectly un-annotated", g, it can be shown that the fully conditional distribution for updating individual z i 's is different from before, being expressed as
, and Φ is the standard normal cumulative density function. The derivation of the conditional probability is included in the supplementary material.
The Gibbs sampler can be used to update g. It can be derived that the fully conditional distribution for g follows a beta distribution,
where N −+ = #{i :
In our algorithm, when updating for one protein at each iteration, we only need to know the local neighborhood information. Therefore, users do not need to store the entire network matrix in memory. All protein predictions are updated at each step. For computational efficiency, one might want to employ modified methods that update at longer numbers of steps (e.g., every one pass through the network). In this case, the computations could be parallelized and substantial efficiencies could be gained on a computer cluster. However, this is beyond our scope and is for future research to explore.
Results
Data
We have implemented our network-based auto-probit models on two yeast protein-protein association (sub)networks extracted from the STRING database, introduced in Mering et al. (2005) . STRING contains known and predicted protein-protein associations, where "association" refers to both direct physical binding and indirect interaction such as participation in the same metabolic pathway or cellular process. Information for associations is obtained from seven evidence sources: database imports 1 , high-throughput experiments, co-expression, homology based on phylogenetic co-occurrence, homology based on gene fusion events, homology based on conserved genomic neighborhood, and text mining.
STRING simplifies the access to protein-protein associations by providing a comprehensive collection of such associations for a large number of organisms. A score S is assigned to each interacting pair of proteins by bench-marking against the KEGG pathway from Kanehisa et al. (2004) . The score is calculated by 1 − S = Π i (1 − S i ), where i indicates the individual evidence type described at the end of the previous paragraph, and S i is the score from the i-uh source. As a result, STRING database provides users with weighted undirected protein-protein association networks.
For purposes of illustration, we extract two such networks of different sizes from the yeast and organelle organization and biogenesis, respectively. We only use the largest connected components, neglecting small connected neighborhoods and isolated proteins, therefore, the network sizes in this paper are smaller than the actual numbers of proteins.
Parameter estimation by the auto-probit model
Using the model in Section 2.2 and 2.3, we first take the observed annotation y as known for all N proteins, and examine the issue of fitting the model. The hyperparameters for the two networks are listed in Table 1 [ Table 1 about here.]
Estimates of the posterior means of some parameters are given in Tables 2 and 3, together with 95% credibility intervals. It can be seen that there is statistically significant positive spatial dependence on both networks. The small estimates for β are a result of the large eigenvalues λ max (312.9047 and 4297.8 for CC and OOB networks, respectively), and hence a small β max (0.0032 and 0.0002 for CC and OOB networks, respectively).
Additional model fitting results, including histograms of the posterior estimates of µ and the posterior predictive probabilities can be found in the supplementary material.
These histograms are colored according to the proteins' annotations, i.e., being or not being annotated with the target function. Interestingly enough, the histograms for the two classes of proteins are well separated, indicating that the auto-probit model is capable of distinguishing proteins with different functional statuses, by utilizing network topology and estimating parameters in a globally coherent fashion.
[ Table 2 about here.]
[ 
Prediction performance comparison by 10-fold cross-validation studies
We perform a sanity check to study the predictive performance of the auto-probit model. proposed auto-probit network with weighted STRING network is seen to perform at least as well as representative competitors. As we will see later, however, our method also extends naturally to incorporate annotation uncertainty, while these competing methods do not.
The ROC curves show that the auto-probit model works at least equally well for both networks as the simple nearest-neighbor algorithm, and the more sophisticated logistic kernel method. The similarity in performance of these three rather different methods is most likely due, at least in part, to the fact that sequence similarity is the dominating information source for the protein-protein association. As pointed out in Peña-Castillo et al. (2008) , it is hard to distinguish methods relying on protein-protein association data when this is the case. In both cases, there is a clear jump from using only the embedded binary networks (the purple curves in Figure 1 ) to the weighted networks (the red curves in Figure 1 ), where the improvement from the auto-probit model on weighted OOB network is significant (p-value = 0.0030) .
[ Figure 1 about here.]
An important question is whether predictions from our model are stable with respect to natural variation in the training data. As an exploration of this issue, we performed a 100-trial simulation study on the CC network. A 10-fold cross-validation was conducted for each trial and ROC curves were generated. The results demonstrate good reproducibility of predictive accuracy. Please refer to the supplementary material for details.
Analysis of the Gene Ontology annotation uncertainty
What significantly distinguishes our network-based auto-probit model for gene function prediction from most other methods is the ease with which uncertainty information can be incorporated, which allows us, in particular, to explore the problem of GO annotation uncertainty.
We first fit the model introduced in Section 3 to the two networks CC and OOB, and conduct posterior inference on g, i.e., the probability that a protein is currently not annotated with the function of study but actually has the function. The hyperparameter setup here is the same as before. We run 9000 iterations after 1000 burn-in. Results from diagnostic methods indicate that both chains are converged. The histograms of the posterior estimates are shown in Figure 2 . The posterior means of g are 0.1142 and 0.4186 for the CC network and the OOB network, respectively. Hence, we see that while in the CC network the rate of false negative annotations is estimated to be fairly small, that in the OOB network is estimated to be quite substantial -more than two out of every five.
[ [ Figure 3 about here.]
We note that there is an important aspect of the overall modeling process implicit in the way that we have set up our prediction problems. That is, we have exploited our knowledge of the parent functions of the functions that we seek to predict. This decision is motivated by the fact that often when predicting a given protein some background knowledge may be available (either of a current but less specific GO annotation, for example, or of related biological information suggestive of such an annotation), allowing us to effectively restrict the prediction problem to a sub-network. If such knowledge is not available, then prediction would in principle need be based on the a model fit to the full network.
We have explored the effect of this modeling issue on predicting our two terms, in the CC and OOB networks, respectively. Specifically, we fit our model to the full PPI network in both cases, both with and without modeling for mis-annotations, and evaluated the performance on the CC and OOB sub-networks. The AUC under the corresponding ROC curves is given in Table 4 (the ROC curves themselves may be found in the Web Figures 6 and 7) . We see that (a) the best results are achieved when we both model mis-annotations and restrict training to the respective sub-networks, but (b) whether modeling mis-annotations or not, on both datasets both methods perform similarly, and on par with the best results, when training on the full network. Since the sub-networks here are substantially smaller than the full PPI network, and the computational gains obtained by using smaller sub-networks will be only more critical for prediction in higher-level organisms (e.g., in human cell lines), it is clear that the modeling of mis-annotation proposed here has a fundamental role to play in successful prediction.
On a related note we point out that, given the hierarchical nature of GO, the choice of parent function can matter when deciding on the definition of a relevant sub-network. For example, for the function ISC, there are two non-trivial terms above it: cell communication (CC), which we have used in our work above, and regulation of cellular process (RCP). If we use RCP in place of CC and train our two models on the resulting sub-network, we again find that by modeling mis-annotation we outperform our original model. However, the performance of both models is noticeably worse than when using CC, with an AUC of 0.6297 and 0.3976, respectively. This change is possibly due to the fact that RCP defines a substantially larger sub-network than CC, and yet since both contain CC, the proportion of proteins annotated in RCP is much smaller than in CC (i.e., 6.11% versus 56.87%).
Together the above results suggest that some care is needed in choosing sub-networks upon which to fit our proposed models. A more detailed investigation of these issues is merited, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
[ Table 4 about here.]
Discussion
This paper introduces a network-based fully Bayesian auto-probit model for protein function prediction. It takes protein-protein association networks as input and employs a latent Gaussian process z to encode proteins functional similarity. Using a hierarchical Bayesian model, we assign a conditional autoregressive (CAR) prior distribution with a single hyperparameter τ 2 to the location vector µ of the Gaussian process. There are various extensions that may be of interest.
The incorporation of uncertainty in negative GO term annotations was shown here to yield substantial improvements in predictive accuracy. This observation has powerful implications, since the tendency toward emphasis on "positive results" in science, and the manner in which modern biological databases encode those results, means that this issue is not restricted to the Gene Ontology database alone, but rather is likely endemic to the area as a whole.
Although annotations that are derived from experimentally confirmed evidence are unlikely to be incorrect, it is still possible for positive annotations to be false. As genomic function prediction becomes more and more of a focus, many databases are starting to incorporate larger fractions of predicted annotations, where this issue is more common. As such, one may soon want to include the possibility of incorrect annotations in a model like ours, presumably accounting them in a similar fashion as what we proposed for the uncertainty in negative annotations.
In our work, protein annotations are predicted by conditioning on the protein-protein association network topology. However, it is known that protein-protein association data is traditionally noisy, in other words, the protein functional linkage graphs may lack of edges and contain false edges. There are two natural ways to address this -one is to use more confident networks, such as the one used in our paper extracted from The STRING database, rather than networks based on a single source of information. Another more sophisticate way 
